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PRESS RELEASE 
December 29, 2020 
 
Marco Meneo is the new CEO of Proge-Software. 
 
On December 16, 2020 Marco Meneo was appointed CEO of Proge-Software. 
This is the crowning achievement of his twentyfive-years work experience, gained entirely within the 
company, which saw him climbing first the technical and then managerial roles, forging a professional 
caliber of great depth. 
Since 2008 he has held the important role of General Manager also assuming ad interim the direction 
of  the Technical dept, thus guaranteeing the company a harmonious growth and a strong rootedness 
in the founding values, based on "being", but also on "cooperating" and on "communicating". 
The appointment therefore comes as a seal of a generational change matured in the right time and 
with the deepest motivation; it represents the deserved recognition of a role already played with 
awareness and enthusiasm.   
 

 “The big moment has arrived! As Founders we have completed the 
work and passed the baton to the right people, prepared and aware 
of their responsibilities, who have fully embraced our moral legacy, 
allowing themselves to be permeated by our genuine enthusiasm. 
The Board led by Marco Meneo will be able to give the right speed 
to company evolution, continuing to guarantee stability and safety 
to all employees. 
Captains of great heart as well as of undoubted value, the 

Shareholders have confirmed our incomparable president and awarded me the role of "Founder 
Chairman", a position that will allow me to continue to produce the fruits of my experience. 
Greetings Marco! Thanks to you, Monica, Roberto and the laudable staff we can continue to 
experience the wonderful emotion of building the future today. " 
Bruno Angelo Meneo - Founder Chairman Proge-Software 
 

 
“I thank my business partners Monica and Roberto, I am honoured 
by the trust they have placed in me. I face this new challenge with 
great enthusiasm, ready to make the best of my commitment and 
take advantage of the passion and ambition that belong to me and 
that push me to strive for ever more important goals. 
I see in Proge-Software an ethically sound company, solid from an 
economic and financial point of view and with a full internal 
sharing of strategies and goals. These are the foundations on 

which my awareness of being able to think big takes strength. 
A dutiful thanks therefore goes to the founders for the work they have accomplished and for their 
generous willingness to encourage generational change by stepping aside at the most successful 
moment.” 
Marco Meneo - Shareholder, CEO, Proge-Software 
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Since 1985 Proge-Software has been carrying out projects that create value and competitive 
advantage, becoming a solid reference point for customers and technological partners in the 
research, design and implementation of innovative solutions in the IT world. 
It counts on an expanding organizational structure, with branches in Milan, Hungary and Switzerland, 
which has recently been enriched with the Sannita branch, set up in the middle of the lock-down 
period, a clear demonstration of courage, determination and resilience. 
It carries out high-tech projects for large and medium-sized enterprises, providing them with all the 
activities necessary for the design, development and maintenance of the corporate information 
system: from the design to the management of IT architectures and infrastructures up to the creation 
of Apps and customized “on premise” and Cloud software solutions, ranging in various fields 
including: Modern Workplace, Security & Compliance, Software Development, Cloud Adoption, Data 
& AI. 
Know-how, quality level, speed of response and flexibility are the winning weapons of the company's 
competitive strength at national and international level. 


